
  

 

 

CHANEL X PARIS OPERA OPENING GALA: AN 

ARTFUL PAIRING FOR THE ELITE  

 

  

Gabrielle Chanel’s love for the arts is an inextricable part of the house’s history. As 

a friend and patron of Serge Diaghilev, the founder of the Ballets Russes company, 

she had always believed in the ability of classical dance to transform into a well-

rounded and modern power that could combine different sorts of expression into 

one. Music, visual arts and dance are all particles of a greater aesthetic force, the 

source of original inspiration. Karl Lagerfeld’s love for ballet too, along with his 

collaborations with emblematic choreographers as a costume designer are indicative 

of the brand’s dedication to the ideals and cultural significance of dance. 

 

Being one of the most prestigious and exciting events chic and arty Parisians tend to 

look forward to, this year’s Paris Opera Ballet Gala came as a bummer to many due 

to its digital nature. Yet, even in the darkest of times, art finds the way to bring 

people together in awe-inspiring moments, no matter the medium and the 

proximity. For the Grand Pas Classique, a dance invented by choreographer Victor 

Gsovsky, Virginie Viard came up with two magnificent designs, crafted in an 
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intricate fashion that creates the illusion of a dark night sky. Rich textures, a velvet 

blue leotard and a tutu embroidered with stars and constellations by Maison Lesage, 

infused the act with a sense of luxurious practicality that graced the dancers’ moves 

with plasticity and elegance. 

 

Dance and couture, two separate forms of creativity that intertwine to prove that 

true magic lies in carefully curated mixtures. Let us all “dance” our worries away à 

la manière de CHANEL. 

 

  

 

     

 

YOU ARE SO SPECIAL 

 

 

Anything can catch your eye, but it takes something special to catch your heart. 
 

 

 

 

CHANEL DARK GREY BOY FLAP 

BAG  

 

CHANEL GOLD METALLIC & TWEED 

DRAWSTRING BAG  
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CHANEL WHITE LEATHER BELT 

 

CHANEL GREY & BLACK COCO 

SLINGS 
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